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The Driving Philosophy about iMindMap’s phenomenal
success (from the originator of Mind Mapping himself!)
How to communicate effectively with small Mind Maps
Simple ways for Google to find more of your Mind Maps
What tablet users look for in a Mind Mapping App
The power of Mind Mapping in collaboration
The most effective way to create documents using Mind
Mapping Software
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The Biggerplate Mind Map Conference
www.BiggerPlate.com is a website that is a mind map library that has been around for five or six
years now. Started by Liam Hughes, a student who had challenges at university but discovered mind
mapping really helped him get through his degree, this website is a fantastic resource with over
400,000 mind maps and 43,000+ members.
As part of their mission to gather together the leading resources and examples of mind mapping the
BiggerPlate team decided to put on a series of un-plugged events in the UK, Europe and the US. This
report highlights and records the sessions in mind map form.
What follows below are the hand drawn my maps taken during the event together with a description
summary of the key points that were made to expand on and explain each hand drawn mind map.
The mind maps were taken in real time using an iPad with an App called “Noteshelf”. This is a really
useful App if you have an iPad and are a hand drawn mind mapper. You can of course get this out
from the iTunes App Store. All of the hand drawn maps are in their original unedited form and are
screen shots of each map.
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Speaker Line Up
The line-up of the speakers included the following people:

• Liam Hughes – the founder of BiggerPlate.
• Chris Griffiths – the CEO of ThinkBuzan the organisation responsible for iMindMap.
• Craig Scott – Craig is the creator and lead developer of iThoughtsHD the leading mind mapping
application on the IOS platform.
• Nick Duffill - from Harcourt Consulting - a long-time user of mind mapping software.
• John Barber - a pre-sales solutions manager from MindJet the producers of mind manager.
• Jim Mather - the chairman of Gael the sister company of Mind Genius.
• Stephen Rothwell - from Telstar consulting - another long-time user of mind mapping software.
• Thomas Thornton – the business development manager at Mind Meister.
• Andrew Wilcox - from Cabre , another long-time power user and consultant on the topic of mind
mapping software.
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Liam Hughes – From Arena To Industry: Who
Needs Mainstream?

Liam opened the conference as you would expect with a short, sharp and crisp session because in
order to allow the other speakers to share their ideas he felt it necessary to cut back on the time he
had allocated himself.
He gave the context to the day which obviously was about mind mapping but more importantly it
was about creating greater connectivity and collaboration between people in the industry who are
leading players and advocates of this powerful tool. He was hoping to stimulate the conversation and
help drive progress in helping mind mapping become a mainstream thinking tool across all areas of
life.
He described how this was a huge step forward for BiggerPlate and that it was the launch of a series
of unplugged events planned to happen in and around Europe and the rest of the world.
BiggerPlate’s goal is to be the best source of mind mapping examples and resources in the world.
Clearly they are doing something right because already one month into the year, over 2000 people
have already signed up to their website taking the number of subscribers to well over 43,000.
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Chris Griffiths – Modernising Mind Mapping – The Buzan Legacy

I've long been a fan of Chris Griffiths since I first met him at a dinner hosted by Tony Buzan a few
years ago as the concept of think Buzan and iMindMap were in their early and rudimentary stages. I
have never heard him speak but I've always been impressed by his passion, energy and enthusiasm.
He opened his session by quoting Edison who said “Thinking is the hardest thing to do”. And one of
the challenges these days that people have is they just don't have the time to think because of the
vast amount of information they're bombarded with. Chris Griffiths has seen that mind mapping
helps people to think.
Chris spent a little time sharing his background. He sold his first business at 26 which was a company
that created computer games and then he ran his own public limited company. One of things that
has always fascinated him has been the link between technology and advanced thinking processes.
In a constant drive to move his business forward and with his interest in technology and thinking
skills he discovered mind mapping and wanted to develop a mind mapping tool that closely mirrored
the mind mapping process he had seen developed by Tony Buzan. He was passionate about this and
pitched an idea to his board of directors at the time but unfortunately they and said no.
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Chris has all been a huge fan of Tony Buzan and has realised he's made a difference to the world in
the ideas he is brought to bear and of course has read all of his books. So over a few years he kept in
touch with Tony asking him when was software can be developed and to keep a long story short over
the years they ended up in partnership and so ThinkBuzan and iMindMap were created.
Fundamental to the development of iMindMap has been that the hand drawn mind mapping process
is still the first port of call. The reason for this are the physical interaction with the process itself and
the stimulation gained from personally interacting with the developing mind map.
Also fundamental to the development of iMindMap and the proliferation of mind mapping as a
thinking tool is that the focus should be on applying it to a variety of thinking processes. One of the
most recent books that Chris wrote was Mind Mapping for Business which is where mind mapping
was applied to thinking processes.
Of course when Chris approached the different originators of the variety of processes they covered
he was worried that they may see it as a negative that Chris wanted to use mind mapping to make
their processes even better. However he was pleased to found out that everyone he contacted had
an open mind and he didn't receive a single rejection to his request to demonstrate how their
processes could be enhanced by the use of mind mapping.
Chris highlighted where iMindMap was heading and stressed there would be a bigger focus on 3-D
mind mapping but that the process of my mapping will stay fundamental to the software itself.
There will be less of a focus on technology and the software itself will be simplified because in
seeking to copy the best features of other mind mapping software to enhance the technique and to
enhance the tool has seen a drift away from the process which is the most important part. Chris’s
comment on the future of mind mapping was “Don't get caught up on the software”.
Chris looked to the future and was delighted that millions of people are using mind mapping but the
question is “Why aren't more people using it?” because still only a fraction of the world's population
have encountered it or are indeed using this tool. He also explained that hand drawn mind mapping
is still going to be very, very important across the world because not everyone has access to
technology.
Many parts of the world don't even have electricity and so in order to help them benefit from this
powerful tool the hand drawn option is often the only option. More research was needed to support
the benefits that people are seeing to help justify why this is the tool should be seriously considered
in education, in business and in the personal lives of people around the world. An observation from
the floor about some research that they had carried out indicated that hand drawn mind mappers
outperform those using software.
This was overall an inspiring and energetic session from Chris Griffiths that put into context the
ground-breaking work Tony Buzan has done in creating mind mapping and how that relates to the
development of mind mapping software.
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“Boosts Your Productivity Using Mind Mapping Software”
•Eliminate Information Overwhelm
•Gain 10 hours a week
•Start Sleeping Better
•Much Easier Life
•Profitable Business

www.businessprofitproductivityblueprint.com
The 6 must-use productivity principles
The four steps to freeing brain fog and
thinking clutter
How to create, replicate and accelerate
daily success

How to choose your mind mapping
software
How to set up your Profit Productivity
system
The key stage of eliminating Information
Overwhelm

How to get those routine tasks done on
automatic.
How to manage and control your entire
business from one page.

How to set up “E-myth” type profit center
systems and processes

How you can simplify project management

How to increase your creativity and idea
generation abilities
How to easily keep track of your vital project
data
Advanced project tracking and monitoring

How to manage your key knowledge
6 modules, 36 Videos, 6 Fully Illustrated
Manuals (374 pages)

A simple 7 step process of things you MUST
check every single week
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Nick Duffill – Communicating With Small Maps

Nick Duffill is a mind mapping software specialist and an avid user of mind mapping software since
1997. A technologist at heart he opened his session by sharing a story of where he was banned from
using mind mapping. He was working on a particularly complex projects for a company and was
using my mapping software to gather together all the pieces of this project and to organise his
thoughts and activities to help in its effect successful completion. The owner of the company
wandered past saw what he was doing and banned him from using mind mapping!
So Nick discovered that there are occasions when mind mapping can create barriers. And in this
particular instance it was a very complex map with lots of information, lots of branches and lots of
interconnections which Nick obviously fully understood but to the uninitiated it appeared a complex
web of information that was hard to understand. Nick felt that the owner of the company who
banned him from using it felt threatened, in that it appeared that there was an aspect of his business
that he had no control over because he couldn't understand what he saw.
As a consequence of this experience Nick realised that the key to communicating using mind
mapping is creating small maps and collapsing branches so as not to overwhelm people with too
many ideas. He felt that people often have mismatched expectations about the use of mind
mapping. The hand drawn process itself is a skill but that skill when using software is optional. He
feels tree charts are often ambiguous and what tends to happen is the mind map is a representation
of a process and that processes are not necessarily deliverables.
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Nick talked about the overlap between hand drawn mind mapping and mind mapping software and
felt that the benefits of the software led to it being better for communication because:
•
•
•
•
•

it's easier to create large maps,
they can be rearranged,
they can be used for developing documents,
it's much easier to incorporate graphics can help illustrate the topic
and the concept of the “folding” maps to create simplicity out of relative complexity.

Exploring a hierarchy of understanding, Nick explained the benefits of using what he called inductive
mind mapping. His view is that the big picture of a topic should be at the centre of the map and that
it shouldn't be the whole map. So considering that, the supporting evidence for the conclusion
should emanate from the centre.
He compared a very complex hand drawn mind map with its relative inductive version drawn in mind
mapping software and it was quite clear to see that the core ideas could be more easily understood
when it was broken down in the format that Nick was suggesting.
In summary his recommendation is that you use mind mapping software, in his case he uses Mind
Manager, to start with your conclusion and then you expand out to the detail so that you use the
mind mapping software more effectively to communicate ideas.
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Panel Discussion Number One

In the first panel discussion we had Barry Mapp, Nick Duffill, Andrew Wilcox and Chris Griffiths and
they were posed a question by Liam Hughes which was:
How can mind maps be introduced to people more effectively, what are the barriers to doing
that and how can they be overcome?
Barry Mapp as a hand drawn mind mapper gave the first answer and described an elegant process of
migrating a list of words through a number of simple stages to create a Mind Map. The conversation
was then stimulated by an observation from the floor that we should not really focus on the process
of mind mapping when we are trying to share this powerful tool with other people. We should focus
on the benefits of using this tool to achieve an individual's outcome because the reality of this is no
one really wants mind mapping what they really want to what the benefits of mind mapping can
bring.
And as an extension of that, this was all about application and people need to get more focused on
how to apply mind mapping rather than get caught up in understanding the process itself. Chris
Griffiths gave a great example of a good way of helping corporate clients understand its power and
relevance by using its to demonstrate a simple SWOT analysis. It's a very good tool for that process
and allows people in a corporate environment to quickly understand how it can be used to help them
and their thinking.
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The topic of mind mapping education was raised and someone said it was about knowing how to use
in in education that was the key. Chris Griffiths recounted a story from the ThinkBuzan experience
where they had helped schools in India integrate mind mapping into their education system.
Initially it had a powerful impact but after a while they were contacted by the schools who were
saying “Look it's not working any more, please help”. In trying to understand what the situation was,
Chris discovered that teachers were creating the mind maps for the kids because they were so
excited by the process, but what they've done was really taken away the benefits from the students
by doing it for them. The power, when it comes to learning with kids, is that they use it themselves
because it is the process of mind mapping where the benefit is rather than the end result itself.
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Andrew Wilcox – How is Google seeing your mind maps?

Andrew Wilcox has been around on the Internet for a number of years now and has a lot of
experience in sharing his mind maps and ideas about mind mapping on the web. He began by posing
a question about Google and how it saw your mind maps when you put them up online. There is a
tremendous benefit from sharing mind maps but if the search engines and therefore users can't find
them what's the point?
What he did was have a look at how the same mind map featured on his own website and on the
MapsforThat site which is the MindJet website and the BiggerPlate website itself. What he found is
that his mind map on his website came much higher in the search engines than the other seemingly
bigger and more popular websites. He explored a number of reasons why that might be and how to
best position the mind map online. The key thing he noticed was that he had created a text outline
of the map as part of the blog post related to the map which of course created more web friendly
information for Google to spider and therefore register the relevance in its own database.
This was quite a thought-provoking session because if we are to increase the proliferation of mind
mapping online then it is really useful for people to find information related to the topic and find
quickly and easily and to make sure that what they do find is relevant for what they are searching for.
What Andrew showed is that there are things we can do to help this process.
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Craig Scott – Touchy-feely Mind Mapping

One of my favourite apps on my beloved iPad is iThoughtsHD which was created by Craig Scott and
so I was delighted to see Craig as one of the speakers. Craig started presentation by doing a bit of
background to where he was when he first started developing it. Back in around 2008 he was an
engineer working on telephone systems and he saw the iPod Touch being released. At the time he
was a Freemind user and to give him something to do in the evenings over the summer he decided
he would try and write a mind mapping App for the iPod Touch based on Freemind. So over the
summer he did and it was the second mind mapping application launched on the App Store
Then when the iPad was launched Craig took the challenge and decided he would develop iThoughts
for the iPad. He didn't have an iPad himself and so it was a bit of a gamble relying only on the
developer environment to test the software but it was the first mind mapping application launched
for the iPad on the App Store. And so now to cut a long story short the popularity of the App grew
and it got to a stage where he was able to give up his full-time job and concentrate solely on
developing the App. Although his wife described it as “Walking away from a perfectly good day job
to play with iPhones in his bedroom!”.
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Craig shared his views on tablets and the benefits they have in relation to developing apps. On a
physical level the design of them helps reduce the cognitive load on the user which is an important
point for him. They are mobile and because of the nature of the touch interaction they are
immersive and more importantly they're not a computer. If you wanted to start something with a
computer you have to open it up, switch it on, wait for the operating the system to get going.
However with a tablet you switch it on and there it is.
Demographically tablets are appealing to people across all sectors of society and in particular with
his mind mapping app he has school kids, business people, older people, non-technical people and
pro/power users using iThoughtsHD.
One of the key things he had to allow for in his design is that the expectations of the audience for a
mind mapping app or any app on a tablet is that they should be:
•
•
•
•

delightful
it should be simple
be beautiful
and be cheap and certainly free for life updates

From a business perspective, developing for tablets creates a low margin/high turnover business
which is certainly aimed at the consumer market. The only downside to developing just for the App
Store is that it is rather precarious and Apple at any time can shut down a developer account.
Despite all of this, Craig is convinced that the future is in tablets and when considering taking mind
mapping mainstream, there are more practitioners of the tool, apps are becoming cheaper and they
are becoming better so in his mind is only a matter of time before it does go mainstream.
A nice guy and I look forward to seeing how his App will develop over the coming months (though it
is already pretty good as it is).
iThoughts is available from the App store and you can find out more from:

www.ithoughts.co.uk
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The Most Comprehensive Interactive Hand Drawn Mind Mapping Video Training Online
Know why Mind Mapping Works

The Benefits of Mind Mapping

Why your education failed you and
what you can do about it
Understand how you naturally think
and how to capitalize on that

Scope out a complex project on a single
piece of paper
How to dissect any written information and
put it on a single page

Discover how to refine your technique
and develop razor sharp skills

How to capture the entire contents of a
presentation on a single piece of paper

Be Taken step by step through the entire
process

How to develop virtually perfect recall of
any topic you choose

How to tease out & capture your past
knowledge and experience

How to turbo boost your meetings with Mind
Mapping

Plan your day in a matter of minutes

Solve Problems faster & more creatively

Make better quality decisions

Generate more innovative and creative
ideas on demand

www.MindMappingMastery.com

Includes
exclusive
bonuses
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Jim Mather – Real-world Collaboration

Jim Mather is an energetic and enthusiastic Scot who is the chairman of the MindGenius sister
company Gael. A passionate mind mapping user, he is also a seasoned politician and is driven by the
recognition that collaboration is the key to progress in this interconnected world that we live in. He
also recognises that mind mapping software is a key enabler for effective collaboration.
One memorable quote was from the wife of a prominent Mediator who said that “You should always
work in a jerk free zone” and what Jim has found is that mind mapping is a great way of finding the
jerks!
Jim rather rapidly shared his own experience of using mind mapping for collaboration in his own
constituency of Argyll & Bute when he was the Scottish member of Parliament for them. He
gathered together a forum from the local community and using MindGenius was able to facilitate a
meeting from which emerged a shared purpose that everyone had contributed to and subsequently
agreed. Shortly after this he stood down as the member of the Scottish Parliament and a colleague
took over increasing their majority at the next election from 815 to over 8000.
A question he asked was can mind mapping help change politics? Well he has introduced it into the
Scottish parliament and some members are using it. So what of the future? Well 9 out of 10 global
decision-makers believe collaboration is the key to success in the global economy and Jim firmly
believes that mind mapping, knowing that it works, is transformational and can be key enabler for
it.
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Steve Rothwell – Document Creation Using Mind Mapping Software

One of the most powerful features of mind mapping software is the ability to use it to create
documents from start, i.e. their initial concept and outline, to finish, i.e. the production of the
completed and formatted documents. Steve took us through a very simple step-by-step process to
allow us to do this more effectively citing the benefits that done properly, it is easy to see, navigation
is simple, it is easy to edit and simple to maintain focus.
Step one – this step is to create the content and Steve used the MindGenius software to
demonstrate how he would brainstorm ideas. Once the ideas are gathered, the key thing is then to
sort, sift and organise them into the key topic areas. At this point it's important to focus in on the
ideas and then expand them by writing text to support each of those ideas. A key tip for MindGenius
is to use the outline mode so that you can keep track of the growing document.
Step two - This is where you prepare the export by creating a template. It's important to understand
the relationship between the map and the template because if you get it right at this stage, then
there is little need to edit later on.
Step three - this is where you export your documents and it is simply a case of following the wizard
as it takes you through and checking that you have the right settings and also that you choose the
appropriate template for your documents which you will have created earlier.
Step four – and finally there is the review phase. This is where you review the exported document.
If it requires editing, then go back into the mind mapping software and make the changes there
because it's much easier to re-order and edit and change at that level and then just export again.
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Panel Discussion Number Two

The panel for the second discussion consisted of Craig Scott, Jim Mather, Steve Rothwell and
Jonathan Kemp. Again the topic of barriers was discussed in particular the problem associated with
drawing and of the output looking cartoonish when dealing with corporate clients. Jonathan shared
his philosophy about how he pitches to companies. He has a very successful script that he uses that
doesn't focus in on potentially alienating words and phrases associated with the conventional idea of
mind mapping, but focuses on the benefits.
There was a discussion about how you do approach corporate clients and an observation from the
floor mentioned that there is a difference between how you position it in terms of the corporate
culture and how individuals themselves will benefit from it. Often some of the barriers are individual
and in particular include things like the fear of getting something wrong, not understanding, not
feeling that they can draw.
At the end of this session Jonathan did a quick poll about asking people present who teach hand
drawn mind mapping for processing notes in a meeting against those who actually use it for the
same thing and interestingly he found that whilst 14 people taught it for use in meetings only seven
or eight of them actually used it for that purpose. Let’s say in interesting flurry of observations
ensued at this point 
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John Barber – Mind Mapping And Beyond

John is a pre-sales manager for MindJet and gave a long, sometimes seemingly irrelevant look at the
evolution of technology and mind mapping to come together to create the case for using mind
mapping software in the corporate environment. I did like his measure for whether an idea passed
the test, which was whether it could be described after 5 pints of beer and whether his mum
understood it.
Unfortunately it was a bit of a rambling presentation that's a perfect demonstration of how not to
use mind mapping software in a presentation. I'm sure you have seen presentations where speakers
just read from their slides and an approach that has subsequently given PowerPoint a really bad
name. Well, fast forward a few years and I think you will find that mind mapping software will
probably have a similar bad name if what we saw today is anything to go by. I must say I was
disappointed by this presentation given MindJet’s pre-eminent position in the Mind Mapping space.
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Thomas Thornton – Mind Mapping in Education

Thomas Thornton, the MindMeister Business Development Manager shared his thoughts on where
he felt Mind Mapping Software currently sits in the Technology Adoption Cycle and firmly believes
that it is still in the early adoption phase but asserted that MindMeister’s focus is to target the Early
Majority.
The focus of Thomas’s presentation was on the use of Mind Mapping in education and offered the
opinion that with the interconnected world that we live in with the abundance of networks and
connections then the time is ripe for the proliferation of such software in schools around the world.
However he did acknowledge that there are challenges including political resistance, the perception
that it might be time consuming and the lack of teacher skills in this area. He felt the right approach
was best summarised by the famous saying “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day, teach a
man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime”.
Thomas himself had taken mind mapping software into a school that had introduced iPads and
where the head teacher was familiar with mind mapping and after demonstrating it with the pupils
and using it for a collaborative exercise, it was readily accepted by them.
Thomas also explored how MindMeister has also been used for collaboration by a German Language
Newspaper that ran an article on organ donors.
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The BiggerPlate Mind Mapping Conference – Final Thoughts
As an avid user of both the hand drawn and software variants of Mind Mapping for many years now,
it was an extremely stimulating experience to hear how others are using it with their clients. It was
also great to meet people who until today had been twitter @ names and to meet some of the
“heavy weights” in the field.
The focus of the day was to start a dialogue and begin to initiate a combined push towards driving
Mind Mapping into the main stream and this is indeed a noble and worthy goal. Many of the people
in the room have in their own way already been working towards that and I think the drive by
Biggerplate will help galvanise those efforts. It is a shame that Buzan himself couldn’t be the catalyst
for such a drive and be at the forefront of these efforts but perhaps now it is time for that mantle to
pass to the likes of Liam Hughes – part of the new generation of internet and mind mapping savvy
entrepreneurs.
For the first event, this was a great place to start and I expect to see larger attendances in the future
alongside a more structured and interactive programme as the BiggerPlate team learn from these
early sessions.
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“Need A Proven Speaker You
Can Trust to Give Your People
an Entertaining, Empowering
and Educational Experience…?”
Voted Best New Speaker by the Academy of Chief
Executives, Michael Tipper’s entertaining,
interactive and empowering keynote is aimed at
professional audiences who:
 Have a professional thirst for knowledge in their
specialist field and want more effective and
efficient methods of gathering, absorbing and
remembering it.

• Are bombarded with too much day to day
content and need to find faster ways of getting
through it and so banish that sense of overwhelm
common in today’s information-driven world.
• Would benefit from having long held but limiting
beliefs challenged in an unusual but entertaining
and empowering way.

www.MichaelTipper.com
twitter.com/michaeltipper
www.linkedin.com/in/michaeltipper

“Michael was the main platform speaker at the Personal Finance Society Conference. He
has a fantastic and very sincere presentation style and did a fabulous job, keeping over
1000 Financial Advisers enthralled throughout. His performance was very highly regarded
and his talk met or exceeded the expectations of 98.7% of participants — better than any
other main platform speaker. He is a top rate speaker and presenter, with an arsenal of
stories to illustrate the points he wants to communicate.”
Robert Clay Founder & CEO, DSP Solutions UK Ltd.
Recent appearances include Million Dollar Round Table in Anaheim California…
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